The latest stable software files, both the initial (sequential) and the new (parallel) version, including sample files and documentation, are available from https://bioinformatics.cragenomica.es/projects/ghcaller. There you also will find how to compile and run the code as well as some example data sets.
How to compile and run GHcaller from source code
The initial (sequential) and the new (parallel) version, including sample files and documentation, are available from https://bioinformatics.cragenomica.es/projects/ghcaller.
Summarizing the steps needed to run our application. First, some dependencies have to be satisfied: a GNU GCC compiler with standard c++11 support (4.4.x or later) and any Message Passing Interface library that follows the standard. Although OpenMPI 1.8.8 has been used in development, other implementations should work as well. Other required third party libraries and packages are autoconfig, automake, wich are available in all linux distributions. Second, latest stable software version available in our website should be downloaded and unpacked using tar and gzip commands. Finally, to build our software configure, make, and make install commands should be executed from source directory. Users can run the program from command line using the scripts and binaries found in bin directory. These steps have been tested for Scientific Linux 6.x but should work with other distros as well.
How to run the example using a containerized environment
First of all, you need to prepare the containerized environment. As we use Docker to enable containers to run, you need to install Docker in your computer. Download the suitable installer for your platform from https://www.docker.com/products/docker. Follow the install instructions and wait until Docker Engine starts.
Next, download the ghcallerdata_example.tgz from our website and decompress the files. Inside the compressed file, you will find the instructions to start and run an example with the data files provided. There is a README.md file with more detailed instructions and a helper script to automatize the process to download the source code, compile, and prepare all the environment for you.
Enter the directory and run ./runne.sh run. First time you execute this script, it instructs docker to create a new container image, download and install GH caller and its dependencies.
After few minutes, the script will start the container and gives you a bash terminal. Inside this container, your local ghcaller-example/data directory is shared as /data. The ghcaller helper script is available in your PATH, but also all binary files (and your serial version) under the /usr/src/app/bin directory. . In this case, we scaled up to the total number of cores available in this server (4 cores). This results in the elapsed time being reduced to 773 seconds (12m 53s) which is a 2.5x decrease compared to using 2 cores. However, potential gains are being limited due lack of processing units. . In this experiment, we scaled up to a maximum of 64 cores (6 nodes). The graphics shows how execution time can be reduced by adding computational resources: experiment starts using 2 cores and the time elapsed can be reduced up to 20x (20I2X) by using 64 cores. Maximum memory usage per process in experiments ran using Scenario B: cluster. Comparison has been done between serial version of GH caller (1 core) and our parallel version using 64 cores with a default chunk size of 100 MBytes. As we can observe, regardless the size of input data, memory usage of the parallel version remains almost constant and bellow 3 GBytes of Maximum RAM memory. 
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